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Abstract

The partitioning of the proteome between nucleus and cytoplasm affects nearly every aspect of 

eukaryotic biology. Despite this central role, we still have a poor understanding of which proteins 

localize in the nucleus and how this varies in different cell types and conditions. Recent advances 

in quantitative proteomics and high-throughput imaging are starting to close this knowledge gap. 

Studies on protein interaction are beginning to reveal the spectrum of cargos of nuclear import and 

export receptors.

We anticipate that it will soon be possible to predict each protein’s nucleocytoplasmic localization 

based on its importin/exportin interactions and its estimated diffusion rate through the nuclear 

pore. This insight is likely to provide us with a fundamental understanding of how cells use 

nucleocytoplasmic partitioning to encode and relay information.

Introduction

The subdivision of the cell into compartments with distinct contents and functions is one of 

the key hallmarks of eukaryotic biology [1]. A double-layered membrane, the nuclear 

envelope (NE), separates the nucleus from the rest of the cell. The NE is perforated by 

thousands of nuclear pore complexes (NPCs), which control the exchange of nuclear and 

cytoplasmic content by allowing the selective passage of some molecules, while being 

nearly impermeable to others. This spatial separation of biochemical pathways allows 

eukaryotes to have additional layers of regulation not available to prokaryotes [2]. 

Nucleocytoplasmic (NC) partitioning can encode cellular information, similar to protein 

expression levels or protein phosphorylation. For instance, the activation of the canonical 

Wnt signaling pathway leads to accumulation of β-catenin in the nucleus, resulting in 

downstream gene activation. Kinase activity can also be regulated via subcellular 

localization: cyclin B needs to relocalize into the nucleus to induce NE breakdown, which is 

required for the transition from G2 to mitosis [3]. Considering the importance of subcellular 

localization in encoding important cellular information, it is not surprising that mis-

regulation of nuclear transport has been associated with multiple diseases, including 
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developmental defects and cancer [4–6]. Targeting mis-regulation of NC partitioning has 

emerged as a promising therapeutic approach, particularly for cancer treatment [7–11].

Many previous studies have reported this subcellular localization of individual proteins. 

Recent technological advances in methods such as mass spectrometry (MS) now allow us to 

look at the entire proteome at once. This global approach allows the observation of protein 

localization in a wider context. This might reveal emerging principles, which are impossible 

to observe otherwise. For example, we might discover a set of proteins that localize in an 

unexpected manner, pointing towards a so far unknown nuclear localization mechanisms. In 

this review, we will discuss our current knowledge about NC partitioning and highlight the 

responsible nuclear transport mechanisms. We will focus on the proteome-wide scale and 

discuss the emerging technologies that might be able to close the considerable gaps that 

remain in our knowledge.

Which proteins constitute the nuclear proteome?

Various resources are currently available that annotate the composition of the nuclear 

proteome. An emerging source for subcellular localization data comes from quantitative 

proteomics studies. MS provides a tool to quantify relative protein abundances for thousands 

of proteins in a single experiment. Quantifying NC distribution with MS relies on the ability 

to reliably fractionate cells into the nucleus and cytoplasm. Cleanly separating nuclei from 

the rest of the cell is surprisingly difficult. Once a nucleus is removed from a somatic cell, 

the time it takes some proteins to diffuse through the nuclear pore is believed to be short 

compared to the time it takes for standard nuclear isolation protocols e.g., via centrifugation 

through a sucrose cushion [12,13]. Additionally, ruptures in the nuclear envelope resulting 

from cell lysis might lead to additional loss of soluble nuclear proteins. The unusually large 

frog oocyte (~1mm diameter) allows for the rapid and faithful isolation of the nucleus via 

physical methods and is therefore uniquely suited for proteomics experiments (Fig. 

1A).Taking advantage of this system, we previously quantified nucleocytoplasmic 

partitioning for ~9k proteins in the frog oocyte with two state-of-the-art methods of 

quantitative proteomics [14–16]. The quantified frog proteins were then matched to human 

gene symbols for easy comparison to other databases.

For many years, studies have determined the localization of individual proteins of interest 

via immunofluorescence, GFP-fusion proteins, or Western Blotting [17–20]. Various sources 

like UniProt, Gene Ontology, or LocDB have curated these studies into subcellular 

localization databases [21–23]. UniProt contains subcellular information for ~17k human 

proteins (~5k nuclear) (Fig. 1B). Equally large and widely-used as the UniProt database, 

Gene Ontology has the information of ~5k nuclear proteins among ~20k human entries. 

Another subcellular localization database, LocDB, provides subcellular localization 

annotations for ~13k human proteins in which ~5k of them are nuclear. Recently, the Human 

Cell Atlas Consortium has attempted to generalize the immunofluorescence approach by 

raising antibodies against every human protein [24]. So far, the consortium has been able to 

annotate the subcellular localization of ~12k human proteins based on immunofluorescence 

in human tissue culture cells. Of these, ~7k were identified as nuclear (Fig. 1B). Unlike the 

categorical information made available by UniProt or Cell Atlas, quantitative proteomics 
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determines the concentration ratio between the nucleus and cytoplasm. Due to the limited 

sensitivity of proteomics, however, the total number of proteins for which information is 

available is comparatively small. When comparing the predictions from these three 

resources, it is apparent that a consensus of proteins constituting the nuclear proteome starts 

to emerge (Fig. 1B). Surprisingly, however, information about the subcellular localization of 

many proteins is either unavailable, limited to a single source, or is contradictory between 

different sources. Some of the discrepancies might be simply due to measurement errors, 

caused, for instance, by nonspecific antibody staining. Alternatively, it is possible, or even 

likely, that for many proteins, subcellular localization depends on cell type or environmental 

conditions. Apparent disagreement might be due to interesting biological differences.

An important question for the field is how much the nuclear proteome composition differs in 

various cell types and conditions. MS-based proteomics is the technique which will likely be 

employed to answer such questions, as it is currently the only approach that allows 

quantification of thousands of proteins in a single experiment at a moderate cost.

While highly valuable as a model system, the frog oocyte is unusually large and rather 

specialized; hence, the methods for quantification of subcellular localization cannot be fully 

transferred to small cells, for which nuclei cannot be isolated manually. An elegant approach 

to overcome the difficulty of isolating individual organelles from small cells is the use of 

crude fractionation to assign proteins to their compartments (Fig. 1C). This method is 

compatible with a wide range of cell types and potentially tissue lysates. These approaches 

typically use density gradient centrifugation to fractionate cell lysates. Protein complexes 

and organelles are separated based on their size and density. The acquired fractions are 

differentially labelled with isobaric tags for an MS experiment [25]. Isobaric tags like TMT 

barcode different conditions e.g., fractions [26]. This allows the co-analysis of multiple 

samples in a single experiment, which drastically improves measurement precision. Recent 

progress in multiplexed proteomics technology allows the accurate quantification of ~9k 

proteins among ~10 conditions with typical coefficients of variation of ~5% [15,27–29]. The 

centrifugation profile for each protein is read out with quantitative MS and proteins are 

assigned to compartments based on the similarity of their profiles to organelle-reference 

proteins [30,31]. This approach has been used to map subcellular localization in multiple 

eukaryotic cell lines ranging from plants [32], invertebrates [33], vertebrates [34], to 

mammalian cells such as mouse pluripotent stem cells [35], mouse and rat liver cells 

[36,37], and HeLa cells [38]. Comparison of the categorical nuclear data of one such study 

(HyperLOPIT)[35] with the quantitative data from the frog oocyte shows a remarkable 

agreement for proteins that are predicted to be nuclear (Fig. 1D). However, no predictions 

can be made for ~1/3 of frog nuclear proteins detected by HyperLOPIT, likely due to 

unassignable gradient profiles. These unassignable profiles likely result from proteins 

exhibiting different elution profiles than any of the reference protein sets This is likely due 

to (partial) disassembly of organelles during the lysis/fractionation, differential behavior of 

sub-organelle structures, loss of protein-protein interactions due to dilution, proteomics 

measurement errors, and so forth. Perhaps it will be possible to further improve 

HyperLOPIT-like approaches by using gentler lysis conditions or by adding complementary 

fractionation techniques. Another important limitation is that approaches like HyperLOPIT 
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are currently non-quantitative. Nevertheless, it has been shown that, at least in principle, 

relative abundance between multiple compartments can be inferred [37].

How do nuclear transport pathways give rise to the observed 

nucleocytoplasmic partitioning of the proteome?

As proteins are exclusively synthesized in the cytoplasm [39], nuclear content is strictly 

dependent on nuclear pore passage. Based on energy consumption, one can differentiate 

transport through the NPC into passive diffusion and active transport. Passive diffusion 

involves the bidirectional and energy-free movement of molecules through NPCs. If 

diffusion rates are relatively fast compared to protein lifetimes, passive diffusion is expected 

to lead to equimolar concentrations in the nucleus and cytoplasm. However, if local binding 

to a structure (e.g., DNA) exclusive to the nucleus or cytoplasm acts as a sink, passive 

diffusion can lead to asymmetric protein concentrations (Fig. 2A). Einick and Bustin 

demonstrated that a histone antibody fragment heavily enriches in the nucleus even though it 

was inert to active nuclear transport [40]. It is unclear to what extent this mechanism is 

responsible for differential nucleocytoplasmic concentrations of the cell’s proteome.

In contrast to passive diffusion, active transport is strictly regulated, directional, and 

ultimately energy-dependent. This system requires continuous consumption of energy to 

maintain a RanGTP gradient between the nucleus and cytoplasm [41]. The gradient is 

controlled by the restricted localization of RanGAP (which hydrolyzes RanGTP into 

RanGDP) and RanGEF (which converts RanGDP into RanGTP), which leads to a steep 

concentration gradient of RanGTP across the NE. RanGEF is bound to the DNA to restrict 

its localization and results in the high concentration of RanGTP in the nucleus [42,43]. 

Importins and exportins acting as nuclear transport receptors utilize this gradient to 

selectively transport cargo into or out of the nucleus (Fig. 2B)[44]. The characteristic stretch 

of amino acids on cargos that allows recognition by importin is called the nuclear 

localization signal (NLS) and can often be predicted bioinformatically [45].

When we overlay current knowledge of nuclear transport pathways with the NC partitioning 

distribution in the frog oocyte, we can observe some of the expected correlation but also 

surprising discrepancies (Fig. 3A)[14]: ~17% of the oocyte proteins show roughly the same 

concentration in nucleus and cytoplasm. The majority of these proteins are in complexes less 

than ~100 kDa in molecular weight, suggesting that they passively diffuse through the NPC 

to equidistribute. However, some notable large complexes, like the proteasome, are also 

equidistributed. Perhaps these complexes diffuse as monomers, or they might be able to 

permeate through the NPC despite their size. Alternatively, they may be actively transported 

in both directions. Less than 60% of oocyte nuclear proteins are bioinformatically predicted 

to carry an NLS [45] (Fig. 3A). It is unclear if the remaining proteins in the nucleus have an 

undetectable NLS (e.g., cryptic 3D import signals), if there exists a localized binding sink, 

or if these proteins piggyback into the nucleus with others. Furthermore, nearly as many 

cytoplasmic proteins contain bioinformatically predicted NLSs as those in the nucleus (Fig. 

3A). Among them are ribosomal proteins, which are known to be imported into the nucleus 

as monomers. Upon assembly into ribosomal subunits, the NLSs are hidden, and exportins 
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transport these subunits to the cytoplasm [46]. It will be exciting to learn why so many other 

proteins in the cytoplasm appear to carry an apparent NLS. The open questions outlined in 

figure 3A can be addressed and possibly resolved by studying the contribution of nuclear 

transport pathways to the nucleocytoplasmic localization of the cell’s proteome.

Rules for passive diffusion through NPCs have been extrapolated from measurements of a 

handful of proteins or reporter molecules [47–49]. Based on measurements in HeLa cells, 

the Görlich group proposed that the passive diffusion can be modeled with a mixture of 

characteristic pore sizes (Fig 3B) [48]. The Rout group observed that, in yeast, GFP 

multimers of increasing size passively diffuse with times that relate to a power-law [49]. 

However, there is no molecular explanation behind this observation and many graphs follow 

this relationship (Fig. 3B). In figure 3B, we plotted the expected diffusion half-time for 

spherical proteins as a function of their molecular weight. Interestingly, the models either do 

not agree with previous halftime measurements, or need to be fitted with a free parameter 

[47,50]. Even if this free parameter is fitted, it is not obvious why proteins smaller than 100 

kDa are nearly always equidistributed (Fig. 3A) whereas nearly all proteins that are 

exclusive to the nucleus or cytoplasm are larger than ~100 kDa [14]. One possibility is that 

nuclear pores in different model systems show different permeabilities. An alternative 

explanation is that deducing diffusion data for all proteins from just a few model substrates 

might not be appropriate. Recently, the Görlich lab has shown that a protein’s diffusion 

through NPCs can be altered drastically by modifying its surface properties [51]. Perhaps, 

the current models for passive diffusion were built on proteins with unusual characteristics. 

An important task will be to resolve the apparent discrepancies in predicted passive diffusion 

rate as a function of protein size and potentially incorporate proteins’ surface properties.

Regarding active transport, some studies have already tried to predict which proteins are 

substrates for particular transport pathways. In humans, ~20 transport receptors are known. 

For importin pathways, a subset of NLSs can be predicted bioinformatically [45,52,53]. 

However, it remains a mystery why proteins with predicted NLSs show the observed 

subcellular distribution (Fig. 3A). Nuclear export signal prediction algorithms have also 

been developed, but these predictions are even more difficult to make [54–56]. It is possible 

to infer the substrate transport receptor relationships with differential pulldowns in which the 

transport receptor is kept in the state where it either binds or does not bind substrates (Fig. 

3C, D). Using this approach and quantifying the differential binding, ~1000 substrates were 

identified for Exportin 1, and ~250 for XPO7 [57,58]. Similar experiments with importins 

might be able to resolve the surprising NLS distribution shown in figure 3A. In an 

alternative approach, the nuclear transport receptor-substrate relationship was inferred via 

proximity labelling [59]. It now seems plausible to map the entire interaction network of all 

NTRs with their substrates. It should also be possible to estimate relative affinities of all 

substrates to all NTRs by combining competition studies with quantitative proteomics read-

outs. These measurements will be required to predict whether multiple NTRs act on the 

same substrate(s), or if substrates compete for binding to an NTR. We know of individual 

examples where differential expression of nuclear transport receptors changes the nuclear 

proteome composition with drastic consequences for cellular function. For example, the lack 

of exportin 6 expression in the mature frog oocyte leads to actin accumulation in the 

nucleus, which provides the stability required for its unusually large size [60]. Knowledge of 
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NTR expression levels could go a long way to predicting differential subcellular protein 

localization once we understand which NTRs interacts with which cargo.

Summary and Outlook

The nucleocytoplasmic distribution of many proteins is highly dynamic and often encodes 

critical information during development, stress responses, and general cell signaling. Thanks 

to emerging technologies, which allow the assignment of subcellular localization on a 

proteome-wide scale, we should soon be able to answer questions such as how 

nucleocytoplasmic partitioning changes during differentiation or in response to 

perturbations. These measurements might be just as informative as protein expression and 

phosphorylation experiments. Besides being able to measure how proteins are distributed 

between the nucleus and cytoplasm, an exciting challenge is to be able to untangle the 

underlying mechanisms responsible for this distribution. We discussed approaches to predict 

the rate of passive diffusion and active transport on a proteome-wide scale with molecular 

resolution. Data with sufficiently high quality on active transport and passive diffusion 

through the nuclear pore should allow precise prediction of each protein’s relative 

concentration between the nucleus and cytoplasm (Fig. 4). Congruence between predictions 

and observations would be truly satisfying. Perhaps even more exciting would be any 

discrepancies that could suggest other nuclear transport mechanisms we cannot currently 

fathom.
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Figure 1: What we know about the distribution of the proteome between nucleus and cytoplasm.
A) An MS-based method for proteome-wide quantification of protein partitioning between 

the nucleus (blue) and cytoplasm (rest of cell) in an amphibian oocyte. The exceptionally 

large nuclei can be easily and rapidly isolated without loss of material. With proteomics, the 

relative concentration of proteins in the nucleus and cytoplasm can be quantified. B) 
Comparison of overlap of nuclear localization prediction of human proteins from three 

resources. UniProt is curated from the literature, Cell Atlas predictions are based on 

immunofluorescence in tissue culture cells, and Wühr et al. quantified nucleocytoplasmic 

partitioning with quantitative proteomics in the frog oocyte, which were then matched to 

human genes [14,23,24]. A consensus on nuclear localization is emerging for a significant 

number of proteins but, for many others, the data is contradictory or missing. C) 
Reconstruction of subcellular localization based on crude fractionation of cell lysate e.g., 

HyperLOPIT [35]. Proteins from the same organelles are typically not fully separated but 

often show characteristic fractionation patterns. The elution profile is read out with 

quantitative proteomics. Based on this profile, proteins are assigned to organelles. D) 
Comparison of nuclear localization from physical isolation in the frog oocyte [14] or in 

mouse pluripotent stem cell with HyperLOPIT [35]. Shown is the histogram based on 

subcellular localization quantification in the frog oocytes for proteins that were measured in 

both studies (black). The proteins predicted to be nuclear by HyperLOPIT (blue shaded 

area) show remarkable agreement with the data obtained in frogs. However, for about a third 

of the frog nuclear proteins quantified in both studies, HyperLOPIT does not make 

predictions about subcellular localization (orange shaded area on top of the blue).
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Figure 2: Schematic of molecular mechanisms responsible for the establishment and 
maintenance of nucleocytoplasmic partitioning.
A) Small proteins are believed to be able to diffuse rapidly through the nuclear pore. 

Typically, this would lead to equal concentration in the nucleus and cytoplasm (green). 

However, with a local sink (e.g., binding to DNA) or localized assembly into large 

complexes, passive diffusion leads to enrichment of proteins in one compartment (orange). 

B) Principle of active directional transport over the nuclear pore. The restricted localization 

of RanGAP in the cytoplasm and RanGEF in the nucleus, in particular on the DNA, 

maintains a steep concentration gradient of RanGTP across the NE. Importins bind cargo in 

the cytoplasm. The importin-substrate complex can diffuse through the nuclear pore 

comparatively rapidly. In the nucleus, the exchange of RanGDP to RanGTP leads to a 

conformational change in the importin, resulting in the release of its cargo protein. C) 
Similarly, but in the opposite direction, exportin together with RanGTP binds to its cargo 

substrate in the nucleus and rapidly diffuses outward through the nuclear pore complex. In 

the cytoplasm, RanGAP hydrolyzes RanGTP and leads to the exportin’s release of its cargo.
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Figure 3: How does the interplay of nuclear trafficking pathways lead to observed 
nucleocytoplasmic partitioning?
A) Observed nucleocytoplasmic partitioning in the frog oocyte for all detected proteins and 

proteins that contain a bioinformatically predicted NLS or for proteins in complexes smaller 

than 100 kDa [14,45]. Quantification of the concentration in the nucleus over the summed 

concentration in the nucleus and cytoplasm using the Xenopus oocyte model reveals a 

trimodal distribution for all ~9k proteins observed (black line). The majority of proteins 

localize nearly exclusively in either the cytoplasm or the nucleus. The majority of the 

equidistributed proteins were shown to be in complexes smaller than ~100 kDa and are 

likely to rapidly diffuse through the nuclear pore (blue line). Interestingly, proteins that are 

bioinformatically predicted to carry an NLS [45] are nearly as likely to be present in the 

nucleus or cytoplasm but very unlikely to be equidistributed (red line). B) Comparison of 

diffusion half-time of a few measured proteins and dextrans to the proposed models for size-

dependent diffusion times from separate studies [47–50]. The black dots depict the measured 
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diffusion halftime based on radiography of proteins or dextrans, converted into protein-

molecular weight based on matching of stokes radii [47,50]. The curves are the predictions 

of a protein’s diffusion halftime through the NPCs: in red are the empirical power law 

relationship between diffusion time constant and protein size with different coefficients 

presented in different dashed red curves [49]. The blue line depicts how the interplay 

between the protein’s size and the pore complex affects the protein’s diffusion halftime in 

the model where the nuclear pore is modelled with three distinct pore sizes with their 

associated frequencies [48]. The models only poorly predict experimental diffusion times in 

this system. Furthermore, based on these models it is not apparent why proteins in 

complexes smaller than ~100 kDa (blue vertical line) are equidistributed while nearly all 

proteins exclusive to one compartment are in larger assemblies. C, D) Principle of 

identifying cargos for importin/exportin on the example of exportin 1 (XPO1) [57]. C) Cell 

lysate is exposed to XPO1 in the binding form (with RanGTP) or to XPO1 which cannot 

bind substrates. XPO1 is linked to an affinity tag, which allows easy isolation e.g., via 

magnetic beads. D) Shown is the coomassie gel of eluates of Exportin 1 pulldowns +/− 

RanGTP. Bands with equal intensities in both lanes are likely due to nonspecific binding. 

True substrates are expected to show significantly higher abundance in the right lane. With 

quantitative proteomics, the identity and relative enrichment of each of these bands and 

many more can be resolved. Reprinted with friendly permission from eLife [57].
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Figure 4: Towards an understanding of how the cell partitions its proteome between nucleus and 
cytoplasm on a global scale with molecular resolution.
A) We can predict many physicochemical properties of proteins from primary sequences and 

protein structures [61]. These properties can be correlated to their nuclear transport 

behaviors e.g., TOP - the size/shape of proteins (complexes) and surface properties can be 

converted to a model that predicts the passive diffusion time through the nuclear pore. 

BOTTOM - additionally, the expression levels of all importins/exportins along with the 

identity and affinity of their substrates can be determined bioinformatically or 

experimentally. B) Together, this should allow us to predict transport for each protein 

through NPCs and thereby predict their nucleocytoplasmic partitioning. A satisfying model 

would generate predictions that are very similar to actual measurements. Differences 

between observed and predicted partitioning could point towards a substantial lack of 

understanding and provide direction toward new, overlooked mechanisms.
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